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A system, for those who love theatre, live for theatre or perhaps do theatre to live are Bibhaban

Drama and Life: teaching, meeting, changing.
Awareness, perspective and make-believe
Drama and Life: teaching, meeting, changing. Awareness,
perspective and make-believe a personal meeting, a personal
meaning. The first sentence I can think about to connect the
words life and drama is: by drama we place life in a
perspective that gives us a chance to see it better. In the little
and temporary fiction of drama we can pretend to place
ourselves outside life by playing a miniature game that
stands out of the big game - our 'real' life. Going back to 'real'
life we may find ourselves a bit displaced and see old things
with a fresh look.
I met theatre when I was 24. In the cultural horizon that my
family offered me when I was a child, theatre was not
included. Literature and Cinema were accepted forms of art,
which I was encouraged to know and spend my time on. But
of course, only for entertainment – they were not in the range
of subjects for 'real' studies and 'real' work.
It took me little time to understand that theatre was
something worth the investment of my life. Should I say that
theatre changed my life, or that by that time I had started to
look for something that could change my life, and it
happened to be theatre?
A year before, the haphazard meeting with a book by
Eugenio Barba (The paper canoe) in a bookshop had given
me a twist in the head. I am holding that copy of the book in
my hands now. Many sentences are underlined and still fresh
in my memory. What is in them that produced the twist? I
don't know. All I can say is that those words sounded true to
me. True and real because this man spoke of very concrete
things, and these things had wings because reading them
could make me fly with my imaginations.
Fifteen days later I was going to travel to India where I had
planned to spend a year. But the day before leaving I went to
say good bye to a friend, a musician who was discovering a
passion for drama with his high school students. I had the
book with me. I told him: 'You must read this'. A year later,
when I was back to Italy, together with three more people we
founded the theatre group where we still work today.
When we tell about a personal experience, the inner motions
– emotions – that have provoked a change in us become
facts, stories for the listeners. I told you nothing about my
own feelings involved in this story, I was just relating
objective facts. What can they mean to you? My words on
drama should not sound like abstract information. They are
connected to my personal story and experience, they are the
juice I squeeze from facts of my life.
When I think back of those years, I see that when we are in
need of a 'family in spirit', a challenge that can help us reveal
our own personal spirit, we are bound to meet something.
Meeting it, accepting the meeting, accepting the change that
it will provoke in us, is the beginning of a journey.
After travelling for some years one becomes more and more
aware of the dynamics that drama and theatre activate in a
group or in single individuals. He can help and support the
development of these dynamics in others – as drama leader
or actors' trainer – besides continuing to experiment them on
himself, in the work of acting and performing.
Teacher and performer: attention, relation and make-believe
Drama, as all artistic mediums, is a tool that stimulates
circulation of energies and mobilization of inner forces.
Among other artistic forms, it is maybe the most in-relation
of all. The relation may first involve teacher and student,

then drama practitioners or actors, then actor and director and
finally the spectator. In theatre as a pedagogical tool - what is
usually called 'drama' - the essence of relation lies among
participants who are all actively involved in the process
without maybe aiming at the creation of a performance.
You can develop a relation if you accept to meet others.
Whom you meet, whom you relate to, is a secondary matter:
what matters is the agreement to meet on the level of dramatheatre, where many amazing things can happen. The rules
that lead the game, or language, of drama and theatre are
different from the ones of daily life, so that actions and
reactions, relationships and logics can take unusual routes,
like in a dream. We participate in a drama activity or go to see
a performance because we look for this other level, because
we feel the level of daily social life does not fulfil all our
being.
Spectators, the most mysterious partner in the lot, may come
to see a performance with high expectations: they may wish
to be touched, to be lit by a flame that will open a door inside
themselves and move something in there. Or maybe they
come to theatre with mistrust or what has been wisely called
the 'attitude of policemen': to check what is right or wrong, to
criticise. When we take part in a drama class, our attitude also
vacillates between these extreme poles.
There is more than one reason why theatre is such an
important pedagogical tool. The teacher-student relation is
essentially dramatic: students often sit in front of the teacher
just like an audience. They look at him and hesitate between
curiosity and expectation, criticism and indifference. The
teacher often feels 'on stage' in front of them. The subject that
is being taught may fall into the background if the teacherstudent relation – as human beings – works very well or very
badly. If it works very well, the student will probably lend to
the subject the same love he feels for the teacher who
fascinates him. If he feels indifference or hate for the teacher,
he is likely to extend them to the subject as well. Young
students can accept the teacher as a model of grown-up
human being or as a model of specialisation, or not. Their
growth, their education is at stake. They are special
spectators.
The teacher is truly the intermediary between a specific field
of knowledge and the students. But what the students see –
when they are young and inexperienced – is not the
knowledge itself. They only see the intermediary, the human
being. There is no misunderstanding in this attitude. Human
knowledge starts where abstract information ends. It is
passed on through the person and is imbued with the living
quality of each being. All the technology involved in
contemporary education can never replace the passing on of a
story made of flesh and bones. A professor once said to me:
“In ten years' time I know all my students will forget about
each single word I told them. But they will never forget about
my way of walking into the class, looking at them, getting
angry or showing my satisfaction, as well as my tone of voice
and my gestures.”
When we deal with the arts and especially with drama –
where the subjective perspective of the artist/teacher cannot
be hidden, on the contrary, it must be revealed in order to
unveil its artistic quality - this dynamics openly becomes the
engine that starts any relation and transmission of
knowledge. It must be so because the subject of drama is life
itself, also our own life, and the medium is simply our
presence, ourselves.
The drama teacher knows very well that his job demands his
full presence not only as a professional master of different

techniques, but as an all-accomplished person. All his
instincts and emotions serve the purpose of the dramatic
process. He acts in a creative way where organization and
improvisation intertwine in a flow that aims at increasing the
level of everybody's attention. He uses all his experience to
make the 'class' -the meeting - happen each time in a different
way. He and his work are nourished by the students' presence
and secretly focus on it while he accepts to pretend he is the
protagonist in the class.
The true teacher, I would say – whatever his subject is – is the
one who is able to reverse his apparent 'main role' through
pedagogical strategy. He knows very well that the focus of
the 'pedagogical drama' is not his own acting. If he accepts to
be placed on the chair, to be 'on stage', if he accepts the
challenge of leading and wears the mask of the protagonist, it
is only to kindle a flame of attention and throw the fire back
to the students. The true focus of the relation is the process
that he is able to trigger in the audience - his students. This
process is the real challenge of his profession.
I would say that this is also the work of the true performer. I
read it in the words of the Indian Orissi dancer Sanjukta
Panigrahi who quoted her guru: the objective of the dancer is
to change the spectator through his performance. And of
course, how could you possibly make anything happen in the
spectators, if you can't make it happen in yourself? How can
you give an electric charge if you are not charged with it
yourself? How can you transmit to spectators something that
touches them as true because it is as intimate to you as it is to
them, if you have not explored the hidden regions of yourself
through a systematic training that has slowly shown you a
way to unveil your multiple faces and contradictions?
Awareness and action :
One of the most important elements of training in my
workshops is the awareness of each participant. By
awareness I mean being there with your full presence,
acknowledging what you are feeling, what you are thinking,
acknowledging your inner drives together with the presence
of partners and of the specific place you are in. On a practical
level, it means seeing and mastering all the details by which
you communicate your presence to others. If you don't
move, you communicate with your facial expression, your
posture, the way you look. If you move or speak, the quality
of your movement and voice creates a world that reveals
what is inside you.
In theatre we don't try to hide ourselves behind conventional
actions or words – as we may need to do in social life – but do
exactly the opposite: we want to reveal, to communicate
something precise. In order to be aware of what we
communicate and how, we need to explore our physical
tools, body and voice, by going through exercises that can
bring us closer to our inner impulses which will be the roots
and motivations of actions and reactions with partners and
on the stage.
In the beginning the student needs to concentrate on himself,
he needs to find out who he is, how his body relates to his
psyche. He needs to meet his own limits and drives and
awaken his most personal imaginations. Then he needs to
meet the others and split his attention: he spends it partly on
himself, to keep being aware of what he does, and partly on
the outside, to be able to understand the context,
acknowledge the presence of the others and their qualities,
improvise reactions and create relations.
The inquiry is not merely psychological and not merely
physical: dramas – and theatre – start when these two levels

meet. This meeting creates the difference between
'movement' and 'action'. When we say 'action' we mean a
displacement of the body that is not mechanical but is the
outcome of an inner impulse, that is, it has an intention, a
motivation, a will to make something happen – on any level,
inside or outside the person. When the movement starts from
inside, it involves the full person, not only muscles and joints
and bones, but also brains and heart. An empty and shallow
movement, that the students repeat with boredom or thinking
of something else, will stimulate no reaction from the
partners and, if performed on stage, will quickly bore the
audience. When a student finds a full presence while
performing an exercise – it can happen through fear, through
self-consciousness, through happiness or rage or surprise when he can concentrate all his will in a specific action, this
reverberates on the partners and raises the level of attention in
the room. Something is happening: we perceive the person is
'coming down' into his body, he is releasing a special kind of
radiance.
This simple sentence sums up most of the work I do in a
drama class: how to be completely in the action-reaction you
are performing. If we share this objective, it means we share
the desire to transform our presence into a manifestation of
our inner being. It means we are ready to betray something of
us through our actions that will be seen by others as objective
facts.
The actor and the person - fiction and truth :
If the process of self-exploration in the depth of our personal
game or 'inside story' – memory and perceptions, wounds and
joys, dreams - lasts long enough and is organised and
consistent with the tools of dramatic expression, it naturally
undergoes a transformation. The invisible travels towards the
visible. Emotions travel towards the objective artistic fact,
the artefact that has a truth in itself - be it a word, an action, an
image, or music. In drama and theatre the expression of our
inner world becomes something that others see as a way of
acting, a way of behaving, a quality of the presence, also a
quality of the voice. In a drama class or in a rehearsal we may
witness this process of transformation while it happens: we
can see the individual or the class 'wake up', become more
alert, more attentive, act or react in a way that is contagious
for everybody and cannot be ignored. The theatre
performance should be the last part in the accomplishment of
this process. It should reveal the transformation of personal
worlds into a language that speaks to others on many levels at
the same time, like in a dream or vision where every detail is
rich with a mysterious significance that we want to unveil.
The professional actor, the artist – who is always a student
who has gone beyond his condition and has become a teacher
of himself - knows that by going fully into the perspective of
fiction he and the spectator can feel protected from the
conventions that rule on daily life. In the game of fiction, he is
allowed to provoke a real action in himself and a real reaction
in the audience. By wearing another mask – not the usual
mask of daily life and social relations – he can reveal himself.
The spectator is a witness of this process, the word 'witness'
implying that something may also happen inside himself.
The actor can then become an intermediary between darkness
and the spectator. The spectator can, by the art of looking with
attention, discover or recover a personal truth, a fragment of
his own story that he had obliterated or overlooked or maybe
failed to catch and acknowledge.
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